## Axure RP Training Checklist

### CORE TRAINING

- [ ] Getting Started
- [ ] Working with Pages
- [ ] Widgets & Masters
- [ ] Building Interactions
- [ ] Introducing Dynamic Panels
- [ ] Conditions, Values, and Variables

### MORE PROTOTYPING BASICS

- [ ] Widgets
  - [ ] Interactive Button Tutorial
  - [ ] Sitemap
  - [ ] Page Properties
- [ ] Basic Interactions
  - [ ] Show Hidden Widget Tutorial
  - [ ] Custom Tooltip Tutorial
  - [ ] Navigation Menu Tutorial
  - [ ] Interactive Prototypes

### MASTERING MASTERS

- [ ] Masters Basics
- [ ] Raised Events
  - [ ] Previous / Next Link Master Tutorial

### DYNAMIC PANELS

- [ ] Dynamic Panels Basic
  - [ ] Photo Carousel Tutorial
  - [ ] Flyout Menu Tutorial
  - [ ] Accordion Control Tutorial
  - [ ] Tab Control Tutorial
  - [ ] Lightbox Tutorial
- [ ] Dynamic Panels (Advanced)
  - [ ] Drag and Drop Tutorial
  - [ ] Draggable Map Tutorial
  - [ ] Auto-Rotating Banner Tutorial

### ADVANCED PROTOTYPING

- [ ] Conditional Logic
  - [ ] Account Login Tutorial
  - [ ] Auto-Tab Fields Tutorial
  - [ ] Terms and Conditions Tutorial
  - [ ] Droplist Selection Tutorial
  - [ ] Required Fields Tutorial
- [ ] Set Widget Values
  - [ ] Setting Text on Droplist Selection Tutorial
  - [ ] Variables
  - [ ] Set Panel On Next Page Tutorial
  - [ ] Pass Text to Next Page Tutorial

### FLOW DIAGRAMS

- [ ] Flow Diagrams

### SPECIFICATIONS

- [ ] Widget Annotations
- [ ] Page Notes
- [ ] Functional Specifications

### TEAM PROJECTS

- [ ] Team Projects

### CREATE CUSTOM WIDGET LIBRARIES

- [ ] Create Custom Widget Libraries

### WEB DESIGN

- [ ] Website Template
- [ ] Designing Website Navigation
- [ ] Carousel & Slideshow Examples
- [ ] Website Backgrounds
- [ ] Embed Video & Maps Tutorial

### IPHONE APPS

- [ ] Using the iPhone App Template
- [ ] Viewing on your iPhone
- [ ] Sliding Menu Tutorial
- [ ] Scrolling Content Tutorial
- [ ] Animated Screen Transition Tutorial
- [ ] Swiping Slideshow Tutorial

### ADAPTIVE VIEWS

- [ ] Setting up Adaptive Views
- [ ] Editing your Adaptive Project
- [ ] Adaptive Views Tutorial

### REPEATER WIDGET

- [ ] Intro to the Repeater
- [ ] Sort, Filter, and Paginate Repeaters
- [ ] Adding/Removing/Updating Items
- [ ] Repeater Tutorial